Effect of a backboard on compression depth during cardiac arrest in the ED: a simulation study.
We evaluated the impact of a backboard on chest compression depth during cardiac arrest practice sessions conducted using a high-fidelity mannequin on a standard emergency department stretcher. Forty-three health care trainees completed cardiac resuscitation simulations requiring 2 minutes of uninterrupted chest compressions. Twenty-one were randomly allocated to the intervention group in which a backboard was concealed by placement between the stretcher mattress and a top sheet and, 22 were allocated to the control group in which no backboard was placed. The mannequin software automatically recorded mean chest compression depth in 10-second intervals for the 2 minutes of compressions. The backboard group achieved a mean compression depth of 41.2 mm (95% confidence interval, 37.8-44.6). The no-backboard group's mean compression depth was 41.4 mm (95% confidence interval, 38.7-44.2). Most subjects in both groups did not achieve the 50-mm compression depth threshold recommended by the American Heart Association. Use of a backboard as an adjunct during cardiopulmonary resuscitation of a simulated patient lying on a standard emergency department stretcher did not improve the mean chest compression depth achieved by advanced life support rescuers. Most rescuers did not achieve the minimum compression depth of 50 mm recommended by the American Heart Association.